Introduction
word pairs in each pair of conditions); the word frequency dissimilarity matrix, in which each cell 138 contained the mean pair-wised difference between the word frequency counts (Sun et al., 1997) 139 across conditions. Finally, words in the sports condition, such as "award platform" and "audience", 140 tended to be associated with boarder thematic situations, we thus presented all words with pictures 141 depicting the intended meanings in a familiarization phase, and performed further validation analyses 142 excluding the sport condition (see Results section). Each word was visually presented in black "Song" 143 bold, 36-point sized font at the center of a gray background. The viewing distance was 1.1 meters.
145
Procedures. Before the scanning, we had a warm-up session that presented each word with a picture 146 of its intended meaning to familiarize the participants with the stimuli and to resolve potential 147 ambiguities (see above). There were 10 runs during the scanning. Each run lasted 260 s. A 10 s blank 148 screen was presented at the start and end of each run. All stimuli were presented once during each 149 run. We first determined the sequence of the nine conditions in each run using the optseq2 150 optimization algorithm (Dale, 1999) . The presenting orders of the five words within each condition 151 were further randomized. The run orders were randomized across participants. Each trial started with 152 a centrally presented fixation cross on a gray background for 500 ms, followed by the stimuli for 500 153 ms, and then a blank screen with varying lengths between 3 and 13 s, which were also defined using 154 the optseq2 optimization algorithm. The participants were instructed to make semantic judgments 155 (see below) in the subsequent 3500 ms following the onset of each stimulus. Both accuracy and 156 reaction time were recorded. These procedures were implemented using E-prime 2.
158
Tasks. To ensure that the factor of the tasks did not bias the results, the participants were instructed to 159 assess the meaning of these stimuli along both dimensions. In half of runs, a taxonomic judgment (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) . The GLM contains a regressor for each of these nine conditions, 187 along with six head motion regressors and a constant regressor for each run. To investigate the 188 effects of the type of semantic task on the neural representational patterns, we also built another 189 GLM in which the same stimuli conditions under different tasks (the taxonomic judgment task and 190 the thematic judgment task) were treated as different repressors. To control for potential confounding 191 effects of the reaction time (RT), we used the duration modulation method by convolving each trial 192 with a boxcar equal to the length of the trial's RT for each participant (Grinband et al., 2008) . A 193 high-pass filter cut-off was set as 128 s. To ensure maximal coverage of the anterior temporal lobe, a 194 lower threshold (10% of the mean global signal) was adopted as the implicit mask (Devereux et al., 195 2013). To suppress the contribution of noisy voxels with high beta estimates due to high noise 196 (Misaki et al., 2010) , the t-value image of each condition was calculated to capture the activation 197 patterns. The structure images were co-registered to the mean functional images and segmented into 198 different tissues. The resulting gray-matter probabilistic image of each participant was resliced into 199 functional images and thresholded at 1/3 to generate a binary mask for the searchlight-based RSA.
200
The forward and inverse deformation fields of each participant's native space to the Montreal 201 Neurological Institute (MNI) space were also obtained in this step.
203
Multi-voxel pattern analyses (MVPA). RSA and multidimensional scaling (MDS) were implemented.
204
For any brain region at the MNI space, the images were first transformed to each participant's native 205 space via inverse deformation fields and resliced to the same resolution as that of the functional 206 images. 207 208 RSA. The RSA was used to identify the representational content that emerged from the multivariate 209 activation patterns across the voxels in a given brain area (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008; Mur et al., 2009 ).
210
The representation of a brain area was characterized by the representational dissimilarity matrix 211 (RDM), which is a symmetric matrix indexed by these nine conditions horizontally and vertically in 212 the same order. Each element in this matrix measured the dissimilarity between the activation 213 patterns in the two conditions across all voxels in that brain area. We use the Spearman's rank 214 correlation distance (1 -Spearman's r) to measure this dissimilarity. Then, the brain RDM was 215 compared with multiple model RDMs by calculating the Spearman's rank correlation across the 216 elements within the lower triangle (not including the diagonal) or calculating the Spearman's rank 217 partial correlation to control for certain variables. The resulting correlation coefficients were 218 Fisher-transformed and statistically inferred across participants. We mostly focused on two 219 hypothetical model RDMs (Figure 1 ): the taxonomic RDM grouped by the taxonomic categories 220 (e.g., teacher-doctor, 0; teacher-chalk, 1) and the thematic RDM grouped by the thematic categories 221 (e.g., teacher-doctor, 1; teacher-chalk, 0). These two model RDMs were negatively correlated 222 (Spearman's r = -0.33). The RSA results will reflect whether the neural patterns associated with the 223 taxonomic RDM or the thematic RDM. Whole-brain searchlight. A whole-brain searchlight-based RSA was implemented under the 253 framework of Kriegeskorte et al. (2006) to identify brain areas that locally represent taxonomic and 254 thematic relations and their unique information. A whole-brain searchlight was implemented within 255 the individual gray-matter mask generated in the preprocessing stage. For each voxel, a 6 mm-radius 256 sphere was built (including 113 voxels), and the activity patterns of these voxels across different 257 conditions were extracted to build the neural RDM. These neural RDMs were correlated with model 258 RDMs, and the Fisher-transformed Spearman's correlation coefficient was returned to this voxel. The 259 resulting similarity maps of each participant were normalized to the MNI space using the forward 260 deformation field and were spatially smoothed using a 6-mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) 261 Gaussian kernel. A group level random-effect analysis was then implemented across these maps using 262 the permutation-based nonparametric method (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) with SnPM 13 263 (http://warwick.ac.uk/snpm). No variance smoothing was used, and 10,000 permutations were 264 performed. A conventional cluster-extent based inference threshold (voxel-level at P < 0.001; 265 cluster-extent FWE P < 0.05) was adopted, and we stated explicitly when more stringent or moderate 266 thresholds were applied. We also performed searchlight analyses using spheres with radii of 4 mm, 8 267 mm, and 10 mm. The results using the different sized spheres were very similar to each other with 268 the tendency that the effects became stronger as the radius increased.
270
Given that participants were instructed to press different buttons according to taxonomic or thematic 271 categories in the taxonomic and thematic judgement tasks respectively, the effect of button-press 272 inevitably confounded the taxonomic and the thematic effects in the corresponding task. To exclude 273 the confounding factors of button-press, we did the following analyses. (1) We localized effects that 274 are associated with button-press across tasks. The model RDM of button press was defined as the rank 275 variables according to whether the participants pressed the button using the same hand and finger 276 (same hand, same finger: 0; same hand, different finger: 1; different hand, different finger: 2). Thus, 277 the taxonomic task and the thematic task had different button-press RDMs. They were anticorrelated 278 (Spearman's r = -0.22) and roughly corresponded to the taxonomic RDM in the taxonomic task and the 279 thematic RDM in the thematic task. We correlated these two button-press RDMs with the neural 280 representational pattern in their corresponding tasks. The button-press effect should be the common 281 areas of these two correlations. Any clusters with semantic RSA effects overlapping with these areas 282 should be excluded. (2) We further validated the main results with an additional analysis in a 283 cross-task-and-condition fashion. That is, we carried out the RSA using the taxonomic RDM 284 correlated with the neural activity pattern in the thematic tasks and using the thematic RDM correlated 285 with the neural activity pattern in the taxonomic tasks. Since the button-press RDM of one semantic 286 task was not positively correlated with the semantic RDM in the other type (Spearman's r = -0.27), the 287 effects of button-press would not confound the semantic relation effects. Behavioral results. The mean and standard deviation of reaction time (RT) and accuracy in each 309 condition is presented in Table 1 . We performed 2 tasks × 3 taxonomic × 3 thematic categories 310 repeated measures ANOVA. Regarding accuracy, analyses using the arcsine transformed accuracy 311 data revealed no significant effects of any main effects, or three-way interactions (Ps > 0.05).
312
Regarding the RT, there was no significant effect of tasks or three-way interactions (Ps > 0.1), but 313 significant main effects of taxonomic categories (F (2, 27) = 10.42, P = 0.001, Greenhouse-Geisser 314 corrected for the degrees of freedom) and of thematic categories (F (2, 36) = 3.41, P = 0.044). Taxonomic and thematic representation in the left ATL and left TPJ. We first investigated the 325 representational patterns in two anatomically defined ROIs -the left ATL and left TPJ (Figure 2A ).
327
The left ATL was primarily organized by taxonomic dimension and modulated by thematic dimension. 328 As shown in Figure 2B , the RSA revealed that the neural response pattern in the left ATL was 329 significantly correlated with the taxonomic RDM (mean Fisher transformed Spearman's r = 0.24; t (18) 330 = 4.80, P < 0.001) and not with the thematic RDM (mean r = 0.01; t (18) = 0.24, P = 0.817). The strength 331 of its correlation with the taxonomic RDM was significantly stronger than that with the thematic 332 RDM (paired t (18) = 2.76, P = 0.013). After controlling for the thematic difference using Spearman's 333 rank partial correlation, the taxonomic effect remained significant (partial correlation, mean r = 0.25; 334 t (18) = 5.91, P < 0.001); after controlling for the taxonomic difference, the thematic effect became 
345
= 9.17, P = 0.007), but not the main effect of sub-regions (F (5, 90) = 1.938, P = 0.096) or the interaction 346 between sub-regions and semantic information (F (5, 90) = 0.48, P = 0.790). After controlling for the 347 thematic difference, all sub-regions in the left ATL continued to have significant effects of taxonomic 348 information (partial correlation, mean r: 0.12-0.23; one sample t-test, Bonferroni corrected Ps < 0.02).
349
After controlling for the taxonomic difference, some sub-regions in the left ATL, i.e., the aSTG, the 350 aMTG, and the aPHG, showed trends of thematic information effect (partial correlation, mean r: 0.07 351 in aSTG, 0.07 in aMTG, and 0.10 in aPHG; one sample t-test, uncorrected Ps < 0.04) that did not 352 survive the Bonferroni correction. We also calculated the tSNR in each sub-region in the left ATL 353 ( Figure 3B ). The semantic information across subregions here did not seem to be fully associated with The left TPJ represented taxonomic and thematic information equally. As shown in Figure 2C , the 360 RSA results showed that the neural response pattern in the left TPJ was significantly correlated with 361 both the taxonomic RDM (mean r = 0.15; t (18) = 3.60, P = 0.002) and the thematic RDM (mean r = 0.09; 362 t (18) = 2.30, P = 0.034), without significant differences between these two effects (paired t (18) = 0.82, P 363 = 0.422). After controlling for the thematic difference, the taxonomic effects remained significant 364 (partial correlation, mean r = 0.20; t (18) = 5.53, P < 0.001), and after controlling for the taxonomic 365 difference, the thematic effect was also significant (partial correlation, mean r = 0.15; t (18) = 4.75, P < 366 0.001). The MDS results also illustrated that the representational pattern in the left TPJ appeared to 367 reflect both taxonomic and thematic dimensions (Figure 2E Analyses in different sub-regions within TPJ also showed that the pattern observed using the whole 371 TPJ was rather homogeneous, with no significant differences across various sub-regions ( Figure 3E ). regions and types of semantic information: F (1, 18) = 1.77, P = 0.200). After controlling for the thematic 379 difference, both sub-regions showed effects of taxonomic information (partial correlation, mean r = 380 0.18 in pSMG, mean r = 0.21 in AG; one sample t-test, Ps < 0.001). After controlling for the 381 taxonomic difference, both sub-regions also showed effects of thematic information (partial 382 correlation, mean r = 0.15 in pSMG, mean r = 0.13 in AG; one sample t-test, Ps ≤ 0.001).
384
Comparisons between the left ATL and TPJ. Figure 2D Whole-brain searchlight. To explore the effects of brain regions beyond the left ATL and the left TPJ, 398 we implemented a whole-brain RSA-based searchlight analyses (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) to uncover 399 any brain areas whose representational pattern significantly correlated with the taxonomic or thematic 400 RDM (Figure 4) . Button press. As participants pressed different buttons according to the taxonomic or thematic tasks 403 in the scanner, the effect of button-press inevitably confounded with the taxonomic effect in the 404 taxonomic task (i.e., button press fingers aligned with taxonomic conditions) and the thematic effects 405 in the thematic task (i.e., button press fingers aligned with thematic conditions). To exclude this 406 confounding factor, we first specified what regions associated with the button-press by looking at the 407 RSA results with the button-press RDMs that were common to the two tasks (see Material and 408 Methods section). At the conventional threshold (primary voxel-level threshold P < 0.001 and 409 cluster-level PFWE-Corr < 0.05), we found that the button-press effect was confined in the primary 410 motor cortex, the primary somatosensory cortex, and the secondary somatosensory cortex. These Using the RSA, we elucidated the brain regions in which words were organized along taxonomic 516 ("doctor" and "teacher" closer) or thematic ("doctor" and "stethoscope" closer) dimensions. As 517 summarized in Table 4 , we found a left-lateralized distributed network that primarily respected words' 518 taxonomic structures. This network mainly included the ATL, the TPJ, the temporooccipital part of the 519 middle and inferior temporal gyrus that extended to the inferior part of the lateral occipital cortex, the 520 superior division of the lateral occipital cortex centered in the transverse occipital sulcus, the posterior 521 division of the temporal fusiform cortex, and the precuneus cortex. By contrast, the effects of thematic 522 relations were directly observed only in the left TPJ in the ROI analysis, and emerged in many other 523 regions, including the ATL, after the taxonomic difference was controlled for. The same pattern was 524 observed when looking at a larger system level -the neural response pattern of each of the two 525 semantic-subnetworks was primarily associated with the taxonomic RDM, and showed association 526 with the thematic RDM after the taxonomic difference was controlled for. That is, the primary 527 organization dimension for concepts appears to be taxonomic categories, with thematic categories only 528 embedded within the taxonomic structure. Different from the previous studies, however, we found that the activity patterns in regions that are 541 classically viewed to respect taxonomic categories, e.g., the left ATL, the left transverse occipital 542 sulcus and the precuneus, actually further respect the thematic dimension once the taxonomic 543 difference was controlled for. That is, thematic relations appear to be embedded within the taxonomic 544 structure rather than being represented by separate brain regions. The concepts are firstly organized by 545 taxonomic categories of people, manmade objects, and locations. Additionally, across different 546 taxonomic categories, there are further effects of thematic association -"doctor" and "stethoscope" 547 are represented in a more similar pattern than "doctor" and "chalk". On a larger scale, two semantic 548 subsystems that were parcellated based on modularity structures of the resting-state semantic network 549 (Xu et al., 2016) were examined. They encompassed brain regions that tend to be more relevant for 550 multimodal experiential and language-supported semantic encoding, respectively (Xu et al., 2017) . 551 The results showed that in both subsystems taxonomic information was the primary dimension and and action cognition (Iacoboni and Dapretto, 2006) . The area with the strongest thematic effects (after 573 taxonomic differences were controlled for) in the whole brain searchlight analyses -the right superior 574 lateral occipital cortex that is adjacent to the parietal cortex -is also found to be involved in It is also worth considering whether the asymmetric organization, that the thematic associations are 584 embedded in the taxonomic structures, could also be explained by different manners of neural coding.
585
The taxonomic relation, which is based on the integration of sensorimotor features, may rely on the 586 distributed coding of large populations of neurons, a coding paradigm which has widely been found to 587 represent sensorimotor information (Georgopoulos et al., 1986; Georgopoulos et al., 1988) . The 588 thematic relation, on the other hand, is built on the co-firing concepts with less overlapping 589 sensorimotor features in the same time/space sharing event, and might be better captured by sparse 590 neuronal coding or associations/connections across the conceptual representations (Binder, 2016) . In 591 line with these assumptions, it has been reported that the concept cell-assemblies in the medial 592 temporal lobe encode semantic associations in a sparse manner (Quiroga, 2012; De Falco et al., 2016) .
593
Also, the MVPA study by Anderson et al. (2014) showed that when the whole-brain activity pattern 594 was used to predict various concrete concept conditions, the leave-one-domain-out taxonomic 595 predictions had better performances than the leave-one-taxonomic-category-out domain-related 596 predictions, indicating that the taxonomic information was better captured by the whole brain activity 597 pattern. How such population-vs. sparse-(overlapping vs. association) coding of taxonomic vs. 598 thematic relations could explain the current findings remains to be further explored.
600
Our results showed a significant effect of task modulation for both dimensions in our 601 regions/sub-networks of interest, with effects of a semantic dimension heightened in the task judging 602 that dimension compared to the task judging the other dimension. This result is consistent with the line To conclude, we observed widely distributed brain areas that primarily organize conceptual 611 representation along taxonomic structures, with thematic relations further embedded in the taxonomic 612 categories. Only in the TPJ thematic effects were as strong as the taxonomic effects, which might be 613 related to its relevance in semantic features that are central to thematic event formation such as space 614 and action. This shared brain system for taxonomic and thematic dimensions may reflect a unified 615 feature-based integration mechanism for different types of semantic relations.
616 Table 1 . Accuracy (ACC) and reaction time (RT) data (mean ± SD).
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Taxonomic Categories Table 2 ) -+++++ ITG/MTG/LO, TOS, precuneus, fusiform, and other brain areas (see Table 2 ) ++ LO, PTO, and other brain areas (see Table 3 ) 
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Error bar: ± standard error.
